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Since Spendency was launched  it has acquired over 110 clients

Spendency’s clients are both small and large 

organisations. Many of the most well respected Nordic 

brands uses Spendency



Maintaining the 
spend analysis

Five principles for successful spend analysis in strategic sourcing or 

category management

▪ Make sure your system is a good fit

▪ Ensure you have sufficient and accurate input data

▪ Always have the leaf category definitions reflect 
supplier markets and not the internal 
organisation1. 

▪ The category tree should evolve over time, avoid 
getting over ambitious when designing the first 
version

1. Also take possible substitute products into consideration, so renting and buying the same product might have different supplier markets but fulfil the same need

Setting up the 
spend analysis

▪ Enforce a process and way of working that 
makes the strategic purchaser/category manager 
is responsible for the quality of the 
categorisation in their category. 
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If you want additional data and are told ”no”, 
make sure you understand difference nuances 
of ”no”
▪ ”No, I do not know how to do it”
▪ ”No, I do not want to spend time on it”
▪ ”No, it is impossible” 
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Supplier market oriented

Mix between supplier market & internal 
organisation oriented
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The final solution should be determined by the 
level of detail needed, the quality of the input 
data and the available time to manage the 
categorisation
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